ABSTRACT Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is a widely used greedy algorithm for recovering the support of a sparse signal x from the underdetermined model y = Ax. In practice, we should analyze the performance of OMP under general perturbations, which means that both y and A are perturbed. In this paper, under general perturbations, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the exact support recovery with the OMP. We also discuss the performance of OMP for recovering α strongly decaying sparse signals. Typically, in the noise-free case, we show that the upper bound of our sufficient condition is unrelated with K and is a sharp bound. Furthermore, we establish sufficient conditions for the recovery of OMP, which can guarantee that the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, compressed sensing (CS) [1] - [4] has attracted more and more attention since it has been proposed. Let x ∈ R N be a K -sparse signal (i.e., |supp(x)| ≤ K , where supp(x) = {i : x i = 0} is the support of x and |supp(x)| is the cardinality of supp(x)) and A ∈ R m×N be the measurement matrix. The main task of CS is to recover x from a small number of linear sampleŝ y = y + n = Ax + n,
where n is the additive noise. The goal of support recovery is to identify the support of the signal x from the measurement vectorŷ. Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is a widely used greedy algorithm for recovering the support of sparse signals [5] - [7] . Both in theory and in practice, the OMP algorithm has demonstrated competitive performance [8] , [9] . Over the years, many efforts have been made to analyze the performance of OMP in support recovery. One of widely used framework for analyzing OMP is the restricted isometry property (RIP) [10] , [11] . A matrix A satisfies RIP of the order K if there exists a constant δ ∈ [0, 1) such that
(2) for all K -sparse vector h. In particular, the minimum of all constants δ satisfying (2) is called as the restricted isometry constant (RIC) δ K . In the noiseless case (i.e., n = 0), Davenport and Wakin [12] proved that δ K +1 < 1 3 √ K is a sufficient condition for OMP to exactly recover the support of K -sparse signal x in K iterations. Later, the condition have been improved by many researchers, see [13] - [19] . In the noisy case, under some constraints on the RIP and the minimum magnitude of the nonzero components of the signal, the support of the signal can be recovered exactly by the OMP algorithm [20] . The result in [20] has been improved by [18] , [21] , and [22] . Specially, based on RIP and the minimum magnitude of the nonzero components of the signal, Wen et al. [22] established a condition for the exact support recovery with OMP. Furthermore, this condition is a sharp bound in the noiseless case. Under conditions on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the minimum magnitude of the nonzero components of the signal, Wang [11] presented necessary and sufficient conditions for the exact support recovery with OMP.
In practice, our completely perturbed model extends (1) by incorporating a perturbed sensing matrix in the form of [23] A = A + E.
It is important to consider this kind of noise since it can account for precision errors when applications call for physically implementing the measurement matrix in a sensor. In other CS scenarios, such as when represents a system model, can absorb errors in assumptions made about the transmission channel [23] . Further, E can also model the distortions that result when discretizing the domain of analog signals and systems; examples include jitter error and choosing too coarse of a sampling period. In general, these perturbations can be characterized as multiplicative noise, and are more difficult to analyze than simple additive noise since they are correlated with the signal of interest. To see this, simply substitute A =Â − E in (1); there will be an extra noise term Ex.
Ding et al [24] discussed the following two scenarios from different perspective of views. From user's perspective of view, the sensing process is in the form of
with availableŷ ∈ R m andÂ ∈ R m×N . The system perturbation E is introduced because of mismodeling of the system, or the error involved during system calibration. The available sensing matrix is the perturbedÂ instead of A, the conditions for recovery are also in terms of the former. From designer's perspective of view, the sensing process is in the form ofŷ
with availableŷ ∈ R m and A ∈ R m×N . The system perturbation E is introduced by physical implementation of a designed system model A. Since the available sensing matrix is the ideal one, the conditions for recovery should be in terms of A in this scenario. In order to clarify the recoverability of the OMP algorithm under general perturbations, based on RIP, we present deterministic conditions for the support recovery in this study. The key technique used in this manuscript, which enables us to obtain improved results over [24] , was inquired from [22] , which was essentially inspired by [19] . Our results are also compared in detail with some related previous ones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some lemmas that are used in this paper. Section III provides the main results. We prove our results in Section IV. The conclusion is given in Section V. Now we give some notations that will be used in this paper.
The ith element of x ∈ R N is denoted by x i . d i denotes the ith column of a matrix D. Let x [K ] be the best K -sparse approximation to a vector x. D denotes the transpose of D. The cardinality of a finite set is denoted by | |. Let := {1, 2, · · · , N }. c = \ = {i|i ∈ , and i / ∈ }. The support of x is denoted by supp(x) (supp(x) = {i | x i = 0}). e i is the ith element in the canonical basis of R N . D (K ) 2 denotes the largest spectral norm taken over all K -column submatrices of D and x ∞ = max i∈ |x i |. Let x ∈ R N be the vector equal to x ∈ R N on an index set and zero elsewhere.
Denote by A ∈ R m×| | a column submatrix of A ∈ R m×N consisting of the columns a i with i ∈ .
The symbol P denotes the orthogonal projection onto R(A ) that is the range space of A and P ⊥ denotes the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of R(A ).
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In fact, most signals in the real world are not exactly sparse, they are often well approximated by a K -sparse vector. Such signals are called approximately sparse [25] . To capture this notion, we let x [K ] be the best K -sparse approximation to a vector x, and define x [t] = x − x [K ] . Here, x [t] means the tail of x. Analogous to [24] , we also define
Hereafter, we assumed that x is an approximately sparse vector, that is, τ and γ are far less than 1.
We also consider strong-decaying sparse signals. Definition 1 [12] , [24] , [26] , [27] 
In real-world applications, we often do not know the exact nature of E and n and are forced to estimate their relative upper bounds, instead. Analogous to [24] , the perturbations E and n are quantified with the following relative bounds
where A (K ) 2 and Ax 2 are nonzero. Throughout the paper, we are only interested in the case where ε and ε
(K )
A are far less than 1.
We list the OMP algorithm as follows.
Algorithm 1
The OMP algorithm [6] Input: A, y.
By lines 6 and 7 of Algorithm 1, it is calculated that
for k > 0. VOLUME 6, 2018 In the matching step, one has
It is worth mentioning that the residual r k is orthogonal to the columns of A k . We have
So, arg max
It is important to point out that the above property still holds when the inputs areÂ andŷ. To see this, we simplify equation (4)
whereê
Then, by lines 6 and 7 of Algorithm 1, it is calculated that
whereP k−1 andP ⊥ k−1 denote the orthogonal projection operator onto the column space ofÂ k−1 and its orthogonal complement, respectively, (13) is because x [K ] ∈ R N and supp(x [K ] 
where
Especially, for k = 1, r 0 =ŷ =Âx [K ] +ê, and
III. RIP BASED RECOVERY CONDITION
Recall that x [K ] is a K -sparse vector and := supp(x [K ] ). Then | | ≤ K . By (16) and (17), we have
and
where h k+1 i
is the ith element of h k+1 .
Denote
A. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR EXACT SUPPORT RECOVERY
In the subsection, we present sufficient conditions for the exact support recovery with OMP under general perturbations.
i | and
Suppose thatÂ in (4) satisfies RIP of order K + 1 witĥ
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x [K ] from (4) in K iterations. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section IV-A. Remark 2: In [24] , under general perturbations, the authors also considered the performance of OMP. Now, we show that our sufficient condition in Theorem 1 is weaker than those in [24] . They presented a sufficient condition [24, Inequality (13) ] as follows.
,
To show our condition is weaker, it suffices to show
It is easy to check that
Thus, the inequality (25) holds.
It is important to point out that the right-hand side of (23) should be greater than 0. One will get
Furthermore, the right hand of (27) is smaller than that in [24] (see [24, Remark 3] ), thus the lower bound is relaxed. (4) and that x is K -sparse. Let
Corollary 1: Assume that the sensing matrix A is not perturbed, that is, E = 0 in
If A satisfies RIP of order K + 1 with
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x from (4) in K iterations. Remark 3: If E = 0 and x is K -sparse, thenê = n and x = x [K ] . In this scenario, [24] also presented a sufficient condition for OMP that can be listed as follows.
where ε h = 1.23ε x 2 . Comparing with the condition (30), it is easy to see that our condition (29) is weaker. Remark 4: In [22] , the authors presented a sufficient condition for exactly recovering supp(x) by OMP whenê = n and x = x [K ] . Based on the value of min
where ≥ n 2 . In order to compare our condition with (31), (29) can be rewritten as
From (31) and (32), and ε 0 all denote the upper bound of n 2 , so the two bounds are in the same order. Remark 5: Suppose thatê = n and x = x [K ] . In [11] , based on SNR and MAR, the author also presented a sufficient condition [11, Th. 3.1] for exact support recovery with OMP that was listed as follows.
are defined in [11] . In order to compare our condition with (33), in the following, the proof of Theorem 1 needs to be changed. Consider (91) . Whenê = n and x = x [K ] , (91) can be guaranteed by
which is equivalent to
According to (34) and (35), (37) can be changed into
After some manipulations, (38) can be changed into
It is easy to see that
then, our condition (39) is weaker.
B. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR EXACT SUPPORT RECOVERY OF ALMOST SPARSE SIGNALS
We derive necessary conditions for the exact support recovery with OMP in the following theorem. 
where ê 2 ≤ ε 0 and t 0 = min
Here,ê and ε 0 are defined in (12) and (22), respectively.
The proof of Theorem 6 is given in Section IV-B. Remark 7: In this theorem, t 0 and ε 0 also satisfy (27) . Under general perturbations, Ding et al. [24] presented a condition [24, (Th. 2] 
where η > 1 is a positive integer and ε h is defined in (24) . They showed that OMP may fail to recover the support set of x [K ] in K iteration. Due to η ≥ 2, it is easy to see
So, our condition is better than (43). Now, under general perturbations, we summarize the recent results for OMP
= δ4. δ2 and δ3 are our conditions, δ1 and δ4 are conditions in [24] . δ1 and δ2 are sufficient conditions for OMP, δ3 and δ4 are necessary conditions for OMP.
in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows that 0 ≤ δ K +1 < δ2 is a sufficient for OMP, and OMP may fail to recover the support set of x [K ] when δ3 ≤ δ K +1 < 1.
Furthermore 
In other words, (45) implies that OMP may fail to recover the support of x [K ] from (4) when
By (43), we have 
So, (47) implies that OMP may fail to recover the support of x [K ] from (4) when
This result works for
. See [22, Remark 4] . In this scenario, (42) can be changed into
Here, and ε 0 all denote the upper bound of n 2 .
After calculation, we can obtain
Then, if (51) holds, our condition is better than that in [22] . Now, under E = 0 and x = x [K ] , based on the minimal magnitude of nonzero elements of x, Fig. 2 shows the comparisons of the recent results.
= x4. x2 · ε 0 and x3 · ε 0 are our conditions, x1 · and x4 · are conditions in [22] . ε 0 and all denote the upper bound of n 2 .
Remark 9: In [11] , based on SNR and MAR, Jian wang also discussed the necessary condition for the exact support recovery with OMP when E = 0 and x = x [K ] . The result is as follows. [11, Th. 3 
.2]: If one wishes to accurately recover the support of any K -sparse signal x from its noisy measurements y = Ax + n with OMP, then the SNR should satisfy
However, in the proof of the above Theorem 3.2, Jian Wang supposed that δ K +1 = 0 [11] . In fact, if δ K +1 = 0, combining the sufficient condition (39) with the proof of [11, Th. 3 
.2], the condition (52) can be improved as:
Thus, as a necessary condition, (53) is better than (52).
In the following, based on SNR and MAR, we give a necessary condition for 0
. Theorem 10: For any given positive integer K , suppose that E = 0 and x = x [K ] . If A satisfies the RIP of order
If one wishes to recover the support of any K -sparse signal x from y = Ax + n, then
The proof of Theorem 10 is given in Section IV-C. Remark 11: Unlike [11, Th. 3 
.2], the necessary condition (56) holds for
δ K +1 < 1 √ K +1 .
C. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR EXACT SUPPORT RECOVERY OF κ-STRONG-DECAYING SIGNALS
Now, we consider κ-strong-decaying signals that were discussed in [12] , [24] , [26] , and [27] . See Definition 1 for details. The upper bound ofδ K +1 can be relaxed. Theorem 12: Assume that the original signal x is κ-strongdecaying. Let
where C is a constant depending only on κ. Suppose thatÂ in (4) satisfies RIP of order K + 1 witĥ
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x [K ] from (4) in K iterations.
The proof of Theorem 12 is given in Section IV-D. Remark 13: Using OMP, Ding et al. [24] discussed the reconstruction of κ-strong-decaying signals. They presented the following condition for OMP [24, eq. (28) ].
By (26) , the sufficient condition (59) is better than [24, eq. (28) ]. Remark 14: By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that K * < K for K > 1, and thus
The requirement ofδ K +1 is relaxed. That is, it is easier to recover κ-strong-decaying signals than general sparse signals by OMP. The result also validates the fact presented in [26] . Corollary 2: Consider (4) . Assume that E = 0, n = 0, and that the signal x is K -sparse κ-strong-decaying. If A satisfies RIP of order K + 1 with
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x from (4) in K iterations.
Remark 15:
Assume that E = 0, n = 0, and that the signal x is k-sparse κ-strong-decaying. Ding et al. [24] presented a sufficient condition for exact support recovery of OMP [24, eq. (30) ]: 
which is unrelated with K . Furthermore, we can construct a matrix A with the RIC
such that OMP may not recover some κ-strong-decaying signal x in K iteration. Thus, (65) is a sharp RIP bound. For κ-strong-decaying signal, Ding et al presented conditions in [24] for the recovery of OMP, these conditions guarantee that the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude. In the following, we will improve these conditions. Recall that {x m i } 1≤i≤N denotes the entries of x rearranged in descending order by magnitude. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 17: Assume that x [K ] is a K -sparse κ-strongdecaying. Suppose thatÂ in (4) satisfies RIP of order K + 1 withδ
where ε = 1.23
Then OMP can exactly recover the support of x [K ] from (4) in K iterations and the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude. The proof of Theorem 17 is given in Section IV-E. Remark 18: Reference [24] presented similar conditions guaranteeing the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude with OMP:
where ε is defined in (69). VOLUME 6, 2018 From (70), we know
So, it is easy to see that
According toδ K +1 < 1, then we have
Thus, combining (71) with (72), our conditions are weaker. Corollary 3: Assume that E = 0, n = 0 in (4) and x is a K -sparse κ-strong-decaying. If A satisfies RIP of order K +1 with
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x [K ] from (4) in K iterations and the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude.
D. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR EXACT SUPPORT RECOVERY IN THE FORM OF (5)
At last, we consider perturbations in the form of (5).
Theorem 19: Define the relative perturbations ε (K )
A as that in (7) , and ε as
Suppose that A in (5) satisfies RIP of order K + 1 with
then OMP can exactly recover the support of x [K ] from (5) in K iterations. Proof: Equation (5) indicates that
+ Ax [t] + Ex + n = Ax [K ] +ê,
whereê = Ax [t] + Ex + n. In the proof of Theorem 1,δ K +1 andê need to be replaced by δ K +1 and Ax [t] +Ex+n. According to [24, Th. 5] , the proof can be completed.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, under general perturbations, we have investigated the performance of OMP for the support recovery of sparse signals. We have presented the sufficient conditions and necessary conditions for exact support recovery of a sparse signal. Comparing with existing results, our conditions are weaker. We have presented some sufficient conditions guaranteeing the support recovery of κ-strong-decaying signals. Furthermore, these conditions guarantee that the recovery is in the order of the signal entries' magnitude. Under general perturbations, it can be seen that the difference between the sufficient condition and the necessary condition for OMP is not equal to 0. Our future research topic is to derive a sharp bound for the support recovery of sparse signals with OMP.
APPENDIX
In this section, we prove our main results given in Section III. The following lemmas are useful in our analysis.
Lemma 1 [22] , [28] : Let set S satisfy |S ∩ k | ≥ 1.
Suppose thatÂ satisfies the RIP of order
for k ≥ 1.
Lemma 2: Definê
for j ∈ c , where h k+1 j is defined in (19) . Then we have
The proof of Lemma 2 is the same as [22, eq. (29) ]. In contrast to [19, Lemma II.2] that is applicable to the noiseless case only, the lower bound in Lemma 2 works for both the noiseless as well as the noisy case. ). Then we have
whereê is defined in (12 ), we can prove this Lemma.
A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: Our proof relies on [22] and is essentially an extension of the proof in [11] , [12] , [19] , and [24] . For convenience, if OMP selects a correct index at an iteration, we will say that OMP makes a success at the iteration. The proof is based on the mathematical induction. Suppose that OMP has been successful in the previous k (0 ≤ k < K ) iterations and then we will derive a condition that guarantees the success of OMP at the (k + 1)-th iteration. Thus, the first iteration of OMP corresponds to the case of k = 0, for which case our induction hypothesis k ⊆ T still holds because 0 = ∅. Suppose that OMP has been successful in each of the previous
Then, we will present a condition that guarantees OMP to make a success at the (k + 1)-th iteration.
To prove that OMP can select a correct index i k ∈ , based on the step 4 of Algorithm 1 and (10), the following inequality needs to be verified.
By (15), we can obtain
Plugging these two bounds into (85), we have
From (19), (21) and (86), it suffices to show
for j ∈ c . We derive a lower bound for the left-hand-side and an upper bound for the right-hand-side in order to show (87). For the left-hand-side, we have
where (88) is led by Lemma 2, and (89) follows from (80),
On the other hand, by [22, Th. 1], we can obtain
By (89) and (90), we can show that (87) (or equivalently (85)) holds true if
So, under (91), a correct index is chosen at the general iteration of OMP.
We have presented condition (91) for the success of the general iteration. Recall thatδ
, combining these two condition with Lemma 3, (23) ensures the selection of all support indices with OMP. The proof is completed.
B. PROOF OF THEOREM 6
Proof: Our proof relies on [29] . To prove the necessity of the upper bound ofδ K +1 in (42), it is sufficient to show that OMP fails to recover the support of sparse signal x [K ] in K iterations when
In the following, we construct a set ofÂ, x [K ] andê, for which (92) satisfies but OMP fails to recover the support of x [K ] . LetÂ
Here, supp(
Thus, the RIC ofÂ isδ
for K ≥ 1.
Recall that the line 4 in Algorithm 1, in order to show the theorem, it suffices to verify
when (92) holds. It can be derived that
Therefore, to show (97), we only consider 2 − 11 4
By (27) , we can obtain
Multiplying t 0 on the left-hand side, and t 0 on the righthand side, by (95), we can obtain
Therefore, by (110), it is easy to see that (98) can guarantee that (97) holds.
Thus, by line 4 of Algorithm 1, OMP may choose a wrong index in the first iteration, so the support of x [K ] can not be accurately recovered in K iterations. .
Thenê =Âx [t] − Ex [K ] − Ex [t] + n. This completes the proof.
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 10
Proof: To prove the necessity of condition (56), it is sufficient to show that OMP may fail to recover the support of some sparse signal x when
Given a set of A, x and n, we will show that OMP fails to recover the support of x from y = Ax + n when (112) holds. Let A =Â and x = x [K ] , whereÂ and x [K ] are defined in (93) and (94), respectively. n is defined in (111). Then the support of x is = {2, · · · , K + 1}, c = {1} and the measurements are given by
where a is defined in (95) and t 0 > 0 is a constant. In this case, we have δ K +1 (A) = δ, 
where (114) 
